Shelby: Take yourself back to 1999
Zach: Boom boxes, VHS, and CDs
Shelby: Your listening to Two do The New Podcast 6. Throwback Every day. I’m Shelby Neal
Zach: And I’m Zach Salerno
Zach: This week Shelby and I took a musical adventure to The Exchange in Castleton Square
which was originally a surprise to Shelby.
Shelby: Finding music, movies, or games from 1999 was our goal.
Shelby: Okay so Zach and I are here and the mystery location is the exchange and Zach do you
wanna explain what that is
Zach: Okay so the exchange is kinda like a I don’t even know what you’d call it. They sell
movies, vinyl, everything basically anything you can’t find at normal stores and old school stuff
and old school video games and stuff like that so yeah
Shelby: Yeah but isn’t it all like used and stuff like that
Zach: Yeah it’s all used
Shelby: So yeah we’re gonna go inside and our mission I guess, Zach and I were thinking on
the way here what we wanted to do so, is to find something from the year 1999 because prince
has been stuck in my head all day and we’re gonna party like it’s 1999 so I’m pretty excited
Shelby: Okay so we’re starting out we just walked in Zach and I are in like the record section
Zach: Yes and, were going to look for nineteen ninety nine stuff. Yeah anything from

1999, CD’s, games movies one or two items I don’t know.
Shelby: Okay yes I'm going to find my nineteen ninety nine thing before Zachary. So
Zach’s on the other side cheating right now because he knows what year his thing is
and I don't think that's very fair because I've been looking by myself and I don't know
anything about music or video games and that's all he does all day.
Zach: Ok so there’s some really weird music playing and I thought I’d just get some
ambient noise.
Zach: Ok so I’m looking for Dr. Dre two thousand and one, but Shelby doesn’t know
that. Because I know what year it came out so I thought that’d be easier, just to beat
her.
Shelby: Day three of my search, I still haven't found anything, this is very difficult.
Zach: Okay so they don't have a Dr. Dre, so I’m gonna get Eminem’s slim shady LP
instead cause it’s the same year and still associated with Dr. Dre. So I gotta look for that
now.
Shelby: Okay so I'm looking for a record and I don't know the years of anything. So it's
kind of a big struggle for me and I want to know the person that like I'm looking for. Like
I found a couple from nineteen ninety nine but like I still want to know the person.
Zach: Shelby’s still looking, she’s helpless over there.She's crying and screaming.
Zach: Okay so I was looking in the wrong section, I actually did find the Dr. Dre album in
the end, it's right here. I’m gonna grab it and I won.

Jeremy(Store Manager): Hi my name’s Jeffrey, I've been manager here for about the
last six months. I’ve been with the exchange for about over three years here we buy sell
trade anything pop culture. Video games, music, movies related. We pretty much take
anything that we can think of that is like geek nerd culture. If you have a love for
something like arts like music or video games or movies than definitely we got all sorts
of stuff for people here.
Zach: So I got mine.I just think the lay out this one's a lot bigger than the one in
Chicago.
Shelby: It is so different like, I like how it’s like laid out like more less organized.
Zach: I like it more to be honest
Shelby: I know I like it too. All the records are in one central area I like that a lot.
Zach: This one kinda feels like your in a block buster and then like the other ones kinds
like a really city feel everything's jammed in the corner which is cool but I enjoy this one.
Jeremy: Seven forty nine, there's that.
Zach: Yeah we thought we’d come check this one out because we always go to the one
in chicago.
Jeremy: Oh, really?
Zach: That one’s really cool.
Jeremy: Those one’s are so tiny compared to these ones.
Zach: yeah we were just talking about that, cause we like this one more. The lay out is a
ot more spread out.
Jeremy: Yeah
Shelby: Okay so Zack and I just got out of the exchange and hopped in the car and do
you wanna explain what you got.
Zach: Okay so I got Dr. Dre’ two thousand and one from nineteen ninety nine.
Shelby: And of course he won the challenge partially because he knows absolutely
everything about music so this is kind of like an unfair advantage.
Zach: Yeah I just knew I wanted this right away because I want to listen to the next
episode in the car which were about to do. It also came with a really sick picture of Dr.
Dre.
Shelby: I've never used a CD player before, oh it just starts playing by itself?
Shelby: Were on too, our next location. Were probably gonna find food from
somewhere.
Zach: I want hot soft pretzels but I don't know why I said hot before I said soft pretzel. I
want soft pretzels but I think Shelby wants actual food.
Shelby: Okay so yeah we're going to go find food. And fill you in when we get there
since we don’t know where we're going.
Shelby: Ok, so we're going to the mall my favorite place in the whole entire flipping
world.

Shelby: I don't know where we're going, we're not going to Mcallister's
Zach: Ok so we're going to the mall to just see what food they have.So yeah.
Shelby: I am so excited.
Zach: Ok so were at castleton square mall now there's a forever twenty one that shall
we were not going.
Shelby: We're going into forever twenty one.
Zach: We don’t have any time.
Shelby: Zach Zach Zach
Shelby:So we’re at Auntie Anne’s, how do you say it Auntie Anne’s?
Zach: Auntie Anne’s
Shelby: Auntie Anne’s I don’t know
Zach: This is my favorite place in the world I just want to make that clear.
Shelby: Okay so yeah we're getting pretzels. So Zach and I got Auntie Anne’s and now
we're back in the car headed for home.
Shelby: It was such a fun experience I love the fact that we like went somewhere that
we had already been but in another location. Like the exchange is like one of my
favorite places to find like stuff that you can't find anywhere else.
Shelby: Can you stop eating for 30 seconds. So yeah Auntie Anne’s was like the perfect
way to end it cause like pretzels yum
Zach: So yeah we got to visit a lot of places that we’ve been too in different locations.
Didn’t we go to Auntie Anne’s in Chicago too? and then Indians like the perfect way to
end it because like pretzels.
Shelby: We did
Zach: I didn’t even think about that till now.
Shelby: We did the exact same thing, that’s so cute! So yeah we went there too, this is
a better pretzel cause my pretzel came out like thick. I know that probably doesn’t make
any sense but my pretzel was super thick.
Shelby: So yeah good times!

